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Title word cross-reference

\((\log n)^j\) [14]. 5 [157]. \(\beta\) [166]. \(d\) [39]. \(k\) [182].  
\(\lambda\) [62, 166, 4, 74, 178]. \(\lambda - \beta - \eta\) [44]. \(M_2(K)\) [141]. \(N\) [105]. \(st\) [45]. \(x, y\) [141]. \(xy\) [141].  
\(yx\) [141].

* [20, 100].

-numbering [45]. -rational [105].  
-recognition [182].  

1/* [100].

2*2 [134]. 2*2-matrix [134].

Algebraic [167, 189, 37, 77, 176, 13, 31, 169].  
algorithm [166, 4, 103, 70, 125, 93, 11, 131].  
Algorithms [15, 68, 84, 128, 134, 141].  
Almost [182]. alphabet [61]. ambiguity [6]. Analysis [70, 64, 84]. application [31].  
applications [131]. approach [36, 130].  
Approximate [68]. arithmetic [180].  
Arithmetical [162]. arrangements [85].  
ary [39]. assertions [155]. associated [194].  
asynchronous [95, 64]. automata [148, 121, 40, 191, 187, 64].  
calculating [103]. calculi [74]. calculus [62, 175, 166, 44, 4, 31, 9, 178]. Call [9].
Call-by-name [9]. call-by-value [9].
cardinal [103]. Categories [81, 150].
cellular [32]. certain [96, 133, 194, 39].
Chain [184, 81, 190]. chain-complete [81].
Church [175, 36]. Circuit [49]. class [10, 24]. classes [5, 12, 38]. closed [196].
closure [77, 130]. codes [52, 7]. codings [127].
combinational [10, 18].
Combinatorial [60, 7]. combinatorial [171].
Commutation [170]. commutative [105, 186]. comparison [8]. Complete [57, 51, 117, 144, 81, 177, 102, 16, 89].
complexities [5, 181]. Complexity [91, 71, 2, 161, 104, 123, 75, 17, 162, 10, 163, 29, 12, 18, 85, 3, 160, 132, 179, 131].
concepts [33]. Concerning [66, 20].
Conditions [53]. cone [100]. conjecture [183]. connectivity [80, 78]. considered [107]. construction [147]. constructions [150].
context [47, 79, 6, 66, 72]. context-free [47, 6, 72]. continuous [82].
counterexample [183]. covering [47, 122, 149]. Cyclic [102]. cylinder [172].

decidability [55, 79, 195]. Decidable [80].
decision [56, 69, 126, 87, 154].
decomposition [13, 15]. definition [99].
definitions [119]. degree [6, 65]. degrees [29]. delay [7]. densest [118].
dependencies [99]. depth [49]. derivation [25]. description [83]. descriptions [92].
DT0L [186]. dual [181].

E0L [117, 127]. Economy [83]. EDT0L [21]. effect [111]. Effectively [108].
efficient [87]. Eilenberg [106].
Elementary [136, 65, 178]. embedding [12]. enough [155]. enough-or [155].
enriched [150]. equations [96].
equivalence [69, 55, 120, 136, 185, 125, 86, 93, 67, 18].
erasable [26]. ergodic [187]. ET0L [21, 143]. Euclidean [89]. evaluate [142].
evaluating [180]. evaluation [71]. events [154]. examples [101]. expected [125].
explicit [147]. exponential [54].

file [94]. Finding [140, 152]. Finite [40, 69, 121, 191, 103, 98, 187, 139, 7].
formulae [147]. foundations [60, 22].
FP0L [127]. free [47, 79, 6, 63, 72]. full


K-calculus [31]. knapsack [68].


optimal [92, 128, 134, 141]. oracle [115].
order [87, 154, 58, 150]. order-enriched [150]. ordering [102].

P [82, 184]. paging [85].
paging-complexity [85]. pairs [167, 37, 29].
partially [146]. PDA’s [83]. periodic [182, 85]. periodicity [174].
posets [81, 130]. Positive [43]. possessing [44]. pre [41]. pre-AFL [41]. prefix [52].
properties [123, 170, 46, 73, 184]. property [7]. propositional [177]. pumping [72].
Pushdown [110, 69, 148]. Putnam [75].
quadratic [179]. quality [30]. question [106].

Rational
[112, 165, 37, 87, 105, 100, 106, 67, 63, 43].
reachability [56, 80, 157]. real [111].
Realizing [48]. recognisable [182].
recognizable [20]. recognizing [73].
recurrent [133]. Recursive
[155, 62, 27, 119, 12, 54, 149, 178].
reducibilities [8]. reducible [168].
reduction [151, 171, 95]. referring [183].
registers [180]. Regular [52, 75, 154].
Regularity [34]. Regularity-preserving [34]. related [56, 158, 41]. relating [15].
relation [181]. Relations [163, 112, 63, 34].
Relationship [174, 21]. Relationships [38].
relative [137]. Remarks [17, 146, 105].
resolution [75]. result [79]. retracts [82].
retrieval [60, 22]. retrieval-mathematical [60]. return [181]. revisited [35]. right [66]. Rosser [175, 36].

second [159]. semantically [168].
semantics [101, 33, 176]. semi [145].
semi-AFLs [145]. semigroups [103, 52, 98].
sequential [112, 145, 76]. series [105, 133, 194]. sets [80, 182, 170, 144, 48, 51]. setting [188].
short [147]. sigma [20]. Simple [190, 19, 191, 70, 125]. simplified [16].
single [61]. singular [148]. size [49, 39].
storage [60, 22, 11]. Strassen [65].
Strategies [193, 175]. strings [27]. strong [80, 46, 72]. strong-identification [40].
structural [192, 193]. structure [99].
structured [189]. structures [77]. study [96]. sub [100]. subclasses [24].
subexponential [29]. subpatterns [153].
subsequential [112]. subsets [20].
symbolic [3]. symmetric [147].
synchronization [170, 135, 7]. syntactic [52, 139]. Syntactical [96]. synthesis [64].
system [192]. systems [167, 30, 163, 157].
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186, 95, 22, 122, 194, 113, 195, 55.

table [78]. tape [61, 144]. tapes [115].
Tautology [151]. testing [151, 173]. their
[156]. theorem [171, 13, 12, 164]. theorems
[165, 20]. theoretic [189, 27]. theory
[116, 188, 87, 23, 58, 131]. time
[14, 57, 135, 8, 54, 152, 50, 51].
transductions [165, 37, 145].
transformation [185]. transformations
[176]. transitive [77]. Translational [14].
traveling [89]. tree [25]. trees
[124, 129, 25, 84, 185, 53]. Turing [114, 6].
turn [69]. Two [20, 165, 117, 145, 140].
two-symbol [117]. two-way [145]. type
[58]. typed [4, 74, 178]. types [156].
undecidable [30]. unification [4, 58].
uniform [94, 130]. uniformly [26].
Valiant [69]. value [9]. variables [48].
variant [76]. Varieties [138, 128, 134, 141].
various [170, 5]. vector [30, 157, 122].
verification [173]. verify [78]. visit [121].
way [121, 146, 145, 191]. weak [171].
weighted [53]. where [139, 141]. which
[142]. whose [179]. Winograd [164].
without [5]. words [174].
Z [67]. Z-rational [67]. Zeros [67].
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